EXPLORERS & PIRATES: DIGITAL CREATORS AND THE CREATION OF VALUE(S)

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

Wednesday, June 18

10.00 – 11.00 Epilogue Hall, Radisson Sonya Hotel
Mario Biagioli (STS Center, EUSP / Center for Science & Innovation Studies, UC Davis)
“Pirates Move: Commons and Public Domain as Flows”

11.00 – 12.00 Epilogue Hall, Radisson Sonya Hotel
Martin Giraudea (London School of Economics)
“Colonizing the future, or exploring it? The business projects of Pierre Samuel and Éleuthère Irénée Dupont de Nemours (1797-1802)”

12.00 – 12.30 Coffee break

12.30 – 14.00 Epilogue Hall, Radisson Sonya Hotel
Vincent Lepinay (STS Center, EUSP / MediaLab, Sciences Po, Paris) and Andrei Mogoutov (EXVISU, Paris)

14.00 – 15.00 Lunch break

15.30 – 17.00 Golden Hall, EUSP
Nicolas Auray (Télécom ParisTech)
“Digital activism between empowerment and emancipation. From politics of code to renewal of elites”

17.00 – 17.30 Coffee break

17.30 – 18.30 Conference Hall, EUSP
Andrew Goffey (University of Nottingham)

Thursday, June 19

10.00 – 11.00 Epilogue Hall, Radisson Sonya Hotel
Adrian Johns (University of Chicago)
“How to think about the history of IP and Information – Some Elementary Dos and Don’ts”

11.00 – 12.00 Epilogue Hall, Radisson Sonya Hotel
Christopher Kelty (The UCLA Institute for Society and Genetics)
“Pirate Maps”

12.00 – 12.30 Coffee break

12.30 – 14.00 Epilogue Hall, Radisson Sonya Hotel
Kristine Ravetto (UC Davis)
“PIRATES AND THEIR MASKS: The War over who owns Anonymity”

14.00 – 15.00 Lunch break

15.30 – 17.00 Golden Hall, EUSP
Olga Sezneva (STS Center, EUSP / University of Amsterdam) and Sebastien Chauvin (University of Amsterdam)